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Introduction
The prognosis of human and veterinary patients diagnosed with brain tumors is poor due to limited treatment
efficacy and side effects(1). A new experimental treatment is controlled minimally invasive intratumoral
treatment with β-emitting Holmium-166 microspheres (HoMS) (2). Due to its paramagnetic properties,
röntgen attenuation, and low-energy γ-radiation fraction, holmium can be visualized and quantified in vivo
using MRI, CT, and SPECT, enabling real-time feedback of HoMS distribution after injection. The aim of
this study is to evaluate MRI-compatible steerable needle placement and intratumoral HoMS distribution
during image-guided injection of HoMS in a brain tumor phantom
.
Material and Methods
A brain tissue phantom with incorporated tumor phantoms was developed by a mixture of polyvinyl alcohol,
phytagel and manganese chloride (MnCl2) in deionized water. The tumors were created using a different
MnCl2 concentration and a freeze-thaw cycle before placement inside the phantom. Hundred-and-seven mg
HoMS were suspended in 1 mL 1% carboxymethylcellulose and in 1 mL 2% Pluronic phosphate buffer.
Image-guided placement of an MR-compatible nitinol/titanium needle and subsequent injection of the HoMS
suspensions in the tumors was performed in a 1.5T MRI scanner using T1, T2, and T2* sequences.

Discussion
The brain phantom with tumor model enabled image-guided needle placement and near-realtime evaluation
of HoMS distribution. This phantom model has good potential to simulate and further optimize the
complete clinical procedure, including image-guided intratumoral dose-painting. Several parameters,
including differences in MRI contrast and density of the modeled tissues should be further improved to
optimize the model.
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Figure 1 (Ruven, L.K.): MRI scan (T1) of the brain phantom model with visible brain tumor phantoms
indicated in colours. MR-compatible needle is inserted in the blue-labelled tumor phantom.

Results Tumors showed realistic contrast inside the brain phantom on MRI images(fig. 1). MRI was used to
adjust needle placement successfully, after which injection followed. Resistance could be felt during injection
of Pluronic, and of carboxymethylcellulose in lesser degree. The microspheres were observed in the tumor
model on MRI immediately after injection(fig. 2, 3).
Figure 1 (Ruven, L.K.): MRI scan (T1) of the brain phantom model with visible brain tumor phantoms
indicated in colours. MR-compatible needle is inserted in the blue-labelled tumor phantom.
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Figure 2: MRI scan (T2) of brain phantom after injection of HoMS with carboxymethylcellulose 1% in the
tumor phantom.

Figure 3: Photo of the brain tumor phantom after two HoMS injections (pink) suspended in 1%
carboxymethylcellulose (left) and 2% Pluronic (right).
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